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Abstract—Ultra-dense heterogeneous networks (Ud-HetNets)
have been put forward to improve the network capacity for next-
generation wireless networks. However, counter to the 5G vision,
ultra-dense deployment of networks would significantly increase
energy consumption and thus decrease network energy efficiency
suffering from the conventional worst-case network design phi-
losophy. This problem becomes particularly severe when Ud-
HetNets meet big data because of the traditional reactive request-
transmit service mode. In view of these, this article first develops a
big-data-aware artificial intelligent based framework for energy-
efficient operations of Ud-HetNets. Based on the framework,
we then identify four promising techniques, namely big data
analysis, adaptive base station operation, proactive caching, and
interference-aware resource allocation, to reduce energy cost on
both large and small scales. We further develop a load-aware
stochastic optimization approach to show the potential of our
proposed framework and techniques in energy conservation. In
a nutshell, we devote to constructing green Ud-HetNets of big
data with the abilities of learning and inferring by improving
the flexibility of control from worst-case to adaptive design and
shifting the manner of services from reactive to proactive modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Ultra-Dense Heterogeneous Networks
With the flourish of Internet of Things (IoT), the amount of
mobile devices increases explosively and correspondingly the
massive connections between humans, humans and machines,
and machines skyrocket continuously. These in turn boost the
exponential growth of wireless traffic volumes, resulting in
1000-fold data challenge to wireless networks [1], [2]. On the
other hand, available spectrum resources that can be allocated
to wireless networks become scarcer and scarcer, it is thus
impractical to dramatically improve the network capacity by
continuously obtaining additional spectrums. As a result, more
advanced network-organization and wireless technologies are
eagerly needed to improve the network capacity.
One of the most promising approaches to solve the afore-
mentioned challenges is to substantially densify the deploy-
ment of small cells overlaying the conventional macro cells
[3]. Through reusing the limited spectrums among cells, the
network spectrum utilization and thus the network capacity can
be dramatically improved. This kind of network-organization
architecture is referred to as ultra-dense heterogeneous net-
works (Ud-HetNets), and has been recognized as a key tech-
nology for 5G wireless communications [4]. In Ud-HetNets,
multiple radio access networks (RANs), e.g., UMTS, 4G, and
WiFi, coexist, and traditional high-power macro cells and
low-power small cells such as pico-cell, femtocell, and relay
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[5], operating in either licensed or unlicensed spectrums, are
densely mixed. By abundantly reusing spectrums across cells
and RANs and bringing antennas close to users, the data rate
of users can be increased and their energy consumption can
also be reduced.
B. Ud-HetNets Meet Big Data
Ud-HetNets are bound to networks of big data. Firstly,
a large number of base stations (BSs) with different radio
technologies are deployed in networks, which undoubtedly
produce a great quantity of control data. Secondly, tremendous
smart devices with diversified information and records, such
as social relations and request histories, also generate a large
amount of data. Last but not least, various kinds of commu-
nications and interactions, e.g., image, video, and multimedia,
further skyrocket the network data.
Ud-HetNets meeting big data, i.e., Ud-HetNets of big data,
impose lots of challenges on their ubiquitously practical de-
ployment, especially in the aspect of the incurred huge energy
consumption. Specifically,
• Big network interference. The universal spectrum reuse
across cells and RANs incurs severe inter-cell and cross-
network interference, which significantly degrade the
network energy efficiency without effective interference
coordination schemes.
• Big small-cell deployment. More energy expenditure is
possibly required to operate densely deployed small cells
compared to traditional macro-cell-only networks.
• Big transmit energy. Energy consumed to deliver the big
network data will be quite considerable. In addition, the
traditionally reactive service mode that delivers data only
after receiving requests also degrades energy efficiency.
• Big static energy waste. It is rather energy-expensive to
always switch on all BSs as in the widely-adopted worst-
case network planning approach, because mobile traffic
loads usually vary in both spatial and temporal domains
in Ud-HetNets.
However, it is explicitly expected in 5G that the network
energy efficiency, compared with 4G, needs to be improved
by more than 100 times [4]. Therefore, energy-efficient frame-
works, techniques, and approaches for Ud-HetNets of big data
should be developed.
C. Energy-Efficient Design for Ud-HetNets of Big Data
To energy-efficiently deploy Ud-HetNets, it is required to
improve energy efficiency degraded by inter-cell interference,
2to reduce the additional energy consumption incurred by the
traditional request-transmit mode, and to avoid huge energy
waste from always switching on all BSs. For these targets,
Ud-HetNets of big data should discern network patterns and
perceive user behaviors to make adaptive and proactive de-
cisions for energy-efficient network control, optimization, and
management. This requires that the network paradigm for Ud-
HetNets of big data should be equipped with intelligence.
Luckily, recent breakthroughs in artificial intelligence (AI)
especially in machine learning make proactive and intelligent
network design possible. Specifically, characteristics hiding in
the generated big data, such as network patterns and user
behaviors, can be mined and predicted with the help of AI
[6]. Then combined with learning techniques, those extracted
information can be used to establish energy-efficient decision
making systems. Moreover, benefiting from the significant
developments in low-complexity algorithm design in machine
learning, cost-efficient algorithms for energy conservation can
also be developed for practical applications in Ud-HetNets.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we develop a big-data-aware AI-based framework
for energy-efficient operation of Ud-HetNets. Based on the
framework, Section III introduces and analyzes four promis-
ing energy-efficient techniques. In Section IV, we develop a
load-aware energy-efficient optimization model to show the
potential of our proposed framework and techniques in energy
conservation. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section V.
II. A BIG-DATA-AWARE AI-BASED NETWORK
FRAMEWORK
In this section, we first introduce the framework design
guidelines for energy-efficient operations of Ud-HetNets, and
then explain the main components of the proposed framework.
A. Overall Design Guidelines
Change the mode of services. The traditional request-
transmit-consume mode is energy-expensive for Ud-HetNets
of big data, where data is delivered to users only when their
requests are received by networks. In fact, the popularity
of contents and users’ typical behaviors, e.g., preference,
influence, and mobility, which seem random but regular in-
trinsically, can be (approximately) precisely predicted. Hence,
some of contents, originally stored at network servers far from
users and delivered to users only when receiving requests,
can be pre-pushed to the network entities (e.g., BSs) near
users even to the user sides during good network conditions
periods (e.g., small interference). This is a change of network
service philosophy, from reactive request-transmit-consume to
proactive transmit-request-consume modes. By this, the energy
efficiency of Ud-HetNets of big data can be greatly improved.
Improve the flexibility of control. The traditional worst-
case network design philosophy devotes to satisfying users’
demands even at peak traffic hours. This inevitably leads to a
large amount of energy waste and a lot of network energy effi-
ciency reduction due to temporally and spatially variant traffic
loads in realistic networks. For example, the time fraction
when the traffic is below 10% of the peak during a day is about
Fig. 1. Big-data-aware AI-based network framework for energy-efficient Ud-
HetNets.
30% and 45% in weekdays and weekends, respectively [7].
Therefore, a large number of BSs are extremely underutilized
during off-peak periods in cells-densely-deployed Ud-HetNets.
However, BSs still consume more than 90% of their overall
power consumption even with little and no activity, e.g., a
typical UMTS BS consumes 800–1500W but only with RF
output power of 20–40W [8]. It is therefore important to
improve the flexibility of network control by shifting from the
worst-case to adaptive operations for energy conservation.
B. Framework Design
Following our design guidelines above, we put forward
a big-data-aware AI-based network framework, as shown in
Fig. 1, to energy-efficiently operate ultra-dense HetNets. The
main components of the proposed framework are as follows.
1) Centralized BBU pool
In Ud-HetNets, macro BSs (MBSs) are kept for improving
mobility performance and reducing Ping-Pong effects while
parts of small-cell BSs (SBSs) are split into baseband units
(BBUs) and remote radio heads (RRHs), with their inter-
connection via high-bandwidth low-latency optical transport
networks. Then BBUs are integrated into centralized BBU
pools, responsible for intelligent resource allocation and signal
processing with the help of cloud computing and virtualization
techniques while RRHs for information radiation. MBSs and
BBU Pool are connected to the big-data-aware intelligent
platform through gateways, which is then associated with the
core network. Thus, the centralized BBU pools with strong
computing and coordinating abilities facilitate the sharing of
information among cells and RANs, which paves the path for
intelligent resource optimization.
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Fig. 2. Data analysis and learning procedures on the big-data-aware intelligent
platform.
2) Social networks
With the ever-increasing popularity of social softwares, such
as Facebook and Wechat, social networks have become an
important part of Ud-HetNets of big data. Unlike commu-
nication entities (e.g., MBSs and BBUs), social networks,
almost irrelevant to physical entities, are used to describe
the relationships between/among users in networks, regardless
whether they are close to each other or located in different
areas. For example, if a person is in the circles of friends
of another person in Wechat, then it is quite possible for
them to visit and share the same contents. To boost the
energy efficiency of Ud-HetNets, we can exploit the features
of social networks such as popularity of contents and users’
social relationships. For example, the systems can pre-cache
popular contents in influential users’ smart devices and share
these contents via social networks in the way of device-to-
device (D2D) communications when they are close to each
other [9], [10]. By allowing D2D communications and pre-
caching the contents, users’ transmit power can be significantly
decreased attributed to the reduction of transmit distance and
the avoidance of traffic congestion.
3) Big-data-aware intelligent platform
As shown in Fig. 1, the big-data-aware intelligent platform
is implemented between the gateway and the core network,
consisting of a big data center, a database, and a learning
system. Fig. 2 further overviews the process for data analysis
and learning on the platform. First, raw data generated in
Ud-HetNets is collected and pre-processed by the big data
center. Then, through AI-based data analysis, user behaviors
and network patterns are extracted from clear data and related
results as well as useful history data are stored in the database,
which are later used to train the learning system. To make
intelligent reactions, the big data center also perceives the
real-time network states, e.g., user distribution. These states
are further treated as the input of the learning system, which
finally outputs intelligent strategies for network control, opti-
mization, and management.
Fig. 3. Classification of the collected big network data in Ud-HetNets.
III. POTENTIAL RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND POSSIBLE
CHALLENGES
In this section, we identify four promising research direc-
tions for energy conservation in the proposed framework and
illustrate the possible challenges when solving these issues.
A. Big Data Analysis
A process of an information interaction (e.g., web-surfing)
involves three sides: users, wireless operators, and service
providers. Based on this fact, the generated network data in
Ud-HetNets roughly falls into three categories, namely users’,
operators’, and providers’ data. Fig. 3 elucidates some of main
components of the generated big data in Ud-HetNets, which
are explained as follows.
• Users’ data: Collected from users’ devices especially var-
ious embedded sensors, it consists of a lot of contextual
information and users’ daily behaviors, such as locations
and request lists.
• Operators’ data: It is mainly from densified cells and core
networks, which produce abundant cell-level information
(such as cell loads) and network-layer data (e.g., network
performance measurements), respectively.
• Providers’ data: The over-the-top (OTT) services such
as online video applications and browsers are the main
source. Those applications can record users’ visited con-
tents and rank content popularity, from which personal
preferences and group information can be mined.
After collecting and pre-processing these massive raw data,
we need to refine useful information hidden in them. For
energy saving, at least two kinds of information, namely
network patterns and user behaviors, are needed to mined
out based on AI for our framework.
1© Network patterns: By global information sharing, the
centralized BBU pool proposed in the framework facilitates
4overall energy-efficient network design across cells and RANs.
For this, we need to extract traffic information from the large
volume of traffic data at network sides.
• Content popularity: It describes the popularity of on-line
contents. Some contents are more popular and possi-
bly become popular in the near future in certain small
cells or in overall networks. If those contents are pre-
delivered and locally cached, repeated transmissions can
be avoided, and thus transmit energy can be reduced.
• Temporal variations: It describes the variation rules of
traffic volumes with time. For a given area in Ud-HetNets,
its traffic volumes usually vary but does not fluctuate
sharply with time.
• Spatial variations: It describes the variation rules of
traffic volumes with space. For a given time, traffic
volumes usually vary in different areas. Note that spatial-
temporal variations of traffic loads usually resemble day
by day, which are valuable for future traffic distribution
prediction and adaptive network planning.
2© User behaviors: Recent results showed that human
behaviors, such as users’ web-surfing customs, are correlated
and predictable to a large extent [11]. Users’ individual be-
haviors can be exploited to guide contents distribution across
social communities and determine the pre-pushed contents for
individual users. In our proposed framework, the following
information needs to be mined from the obtained historical
data for the subsequent energy saving optimization.
• Personal preference: It reflects users’ web-surfing cus-
toms and preference on on-line contents. Obtaining users’
performance is helpful to recommend and pre-push ap-
propriate contents for them.
• Social influence: It reflects the degree of users’ activity
and their influence. Influential users are persons who are
popular in communities or among certain groups. That
is, the online contents shared by them are usually clicked
by others with higher possibilities.
• Mobility regulation: It reflects users’ daily mobility cus-
toms, such as trajectory, daily routine, and frequent
places. It is helpful to make predictions of users’ next
cells for seamless handovers and pre-allocate resources
for them to ensure QoS requirements.
B. Adaptive BS Operation
From big data analysis, we have known temporal-spatial
traffic variation rules from network patterns. Hence, it is
a waste of energy to keep all the BSs always on as in
the traditional worst-case network management. The general
purpose of adaptive BS operation is to activate an appropriate
number of BSs to support current traffic loads and to turn off
the remaining BSs for energy saving1. By this, network de-
ployment macroscopically matches both spatial and temporal
dynamics of traffic loads, and thus energy saving is achieved
on large scales by reducing the static power.
1Note that, From Fig. 1, our framework includes multiple network transmit
devices, such as MBS, SBS, RRH, and relay. For notational simplicity, BS
operation denotes switching on/of all these devices throughout the article.
There have been some works to address the BS operation
problems from different perspectives [8], [12]–[14]. In [12],
the authors proposed the technique of cell zooming, where
the cell size is tuned with traffic load fluctuations for energy
controlling. The notion of network-impact was introduced in
[13] to investigate the energy saving problem through dynamic
BS switching. Further, [8] and [14] jointly optimized BS
operation and user association to reveal energy-delay and
energy-revenue tradeoffs, respectively. However, although [8],
[12]–[14] took spatially inhomogeneous traffic distributions
into account, they did not consider temporal traffic variations,
which also dramatically affects network energy consumption.
In addition, the following aspects also impose challenges
on BS operation to be applied to realistic wireless networks.
• What is an appropriate time scale for BS operation?
Because frequent BS on/off operation would cause ad-
ditional signaling overhead and network oscillation.
• How to guarantee that switching BS off for energy saving
would not significantly decrease users’ QoS, e.g., rate?
• How to mathematically formulate and flexibly balance
network-user energy cost tradeoffs? This is because
switching BSs off for network energy saving would in-
crease users’ transmit power due to the increased distance
between users and BSs.
C. Proactive Caching
With the development of semiconductor technologies,
equipping both network and user devices with a large vol-
ume of storage becomes possible. Leveraging the derived
content popularity and user behaviors resulted from big data
analysis, popular contents of networks and contents possibly
visited by individual users can be pre-pushed from network
servers to BSs or user equipments (UEs). Hence, proactive
caching can be classified into two categories: BS-level and UE-
level caching. Compared with the BS-level caching, UE-level
caching further pre-pushes the contents cached at BSs to UEs.
At the risk of consuming more energy, UE-level caching is
more energy-efficient if the pre-pushed contents do be visited
by users. Regarding proactive caching, the following aspects
therefore need to be addressed.
• How to define the popularity of online contents? In other
words, what is the popularity threshold to pre-push a
content?
• How to determine the pre-pushed contents for individual
users according to their behaviors and how many of these
contents are pre-cached?
• Which, BS-level caching or UE-level caching, should be
chosen when starting proactive caching?
Although it is attractive to reduce transmit energy via proac-
tive caching, inappropriate contents pre-pushing incurs addi-
tional waste of energy and storage, e.g., pre-cached contents
are never visited by users. Hence, besides the above issues
related to proactive caching itself, we also need to carefully
consider the following revenue-cost tradeoff problems:
• How many BSs for BS-level caching or UEs for UE-level
caching are selected?
5• When to start the content pre-pushing and pre-caching in
advance of users’ formal requests?
• How to devise robust proactive caching schemes against
random and time-variant wireless networks?
• How to mathematically formulate revenue-cost tradeoffs
and flexibly balance them?
These problems are still under exploration currently and no
clear results have been obtained so far.
D. Interference-Aware Resource Allocation
Although the amount of transmit power from resource
allocation compared to the total operational power is small,
it exerts substantial influences on the required power for
amplifiers and cooling systems. For example, [15] showed that
a MBS can reduce the total power consumption from 766 W to
532 W just by reducing its transmit power from 20 W to 10 W.
Hence, besides reducing static power through BS operation on
large scales in Ud-HetNets, it is also indispensable to decrease
transmit power on small scales leveraging resource allocation
by exploiting the big data analysis results.
Network diversity based user association: Accompanied
with BS operation, user association is another inseparable
issue. This is because, once some BSs are turned off, the
UEs originally communicating with them need to be re-
associated with other BSs. In Ud-HetNets, multi-RANs and
multiple access points (APs) with different coverage ranges
and functions coexist. As a result, unlike traditional single-
mode UEs communicating only through a fixed RAN, multi-
mode UEs could send and receive data concurrently through
multiple of them. This unique feature indicates a new type of
diversity in Ud-HetNets, network diversity, parallel to tradi-
tional time, frequency, and space diversity. Hence, regarding
user association in Ud-HetNets, we need to first decide which
RAN/RANs should be selected and then which AP/APs should
be used for transmission for the selected RAN/RANs. This is
because, different user association schemes would result in
differentiated load distributions among RANs and APs, which
in turn affects the working states of RANs and cross-network
resource optimization, and thus significantly affects network
interference and energy efficiency.
Cross-network anti-interference resource allocation: BS
operation and user association have determined the macro-
scopic working states of Ud-HetNets, it is further needed
to, from the microscopic perspective, optimize heterogenous
resources across RANs to achieve energy-efficient transmis-
sion. In Ud-HetNets, both network architectures and re-
sources present great heterogeneity, and the universal reuse
of temporal-spectral resources leads to severe network inter-
ference. Therefore, it is first required to propose methods that
unify and characterize heterogeneous resources scattered in
RANs in Ud-HetNets. Then, based on network diversity and
cross-network cooperation, by integrating inner-cell and inter-
cell resources, algorithms and schemes that jointly optimize
these unified heterogeneous resources are needed to design.
By this, inter-cell and cross-network interference is coordi-
nated, mitigated, or suppressed, and thus the network energy
efficiency can be further improved on small scales.
E. A Summary on These Techniques
In Fig. 4, we summarize the relations among the four
proposed promising techniques. Specifically, based on AI,
user behaviors and network patterns are mined and predicted
from the big data generated in the Ud-HetNet, which set
foundations for adaptive BS operation, proactive caching, and
interference-aware resource allocation. First, leveraging the
derived network patterns from big data analysis, adaptive BS
on/off operation aims to macroscopically match the temporal-
spatial variant traffic loads for energy saving on a large scale
from the perspective of reducing static power. Second, by
exploiting the analyzed content popularity and user behaviors,
proactive caching pre-pushes popular contents and contents
possibly visited by users from servers to BSs or UEs to
avoid additional transmit power incurred by the conventional
reactive mode. Third, joint optimization of heterogeneous
resources scattered across RANs mitigates inter-cell and cross-
network interference, and thus further reduces transmit power
on a small scale. In a nutshell, the proposed framework and
techniques attempt to enable energy-efficient Ud-HetNets with
the abilities of learning and inferring by shifting the mode of
services from reactive to proactive modes and improving the
flexibility of control from worst-case to adaptive design.
IV. AN APPROACH: A LOAD-AWARE ENERGY-EFFICIENT
OPTIMIZATION MODEL
Assuming that network patterns and user behaviors have
been mined from the collected big data, this section illus-
trates how to formulate spatial-temporal dynamics of traffic
loads, BS operation, and resource allocation into a load-aware
energy-efficient optimization model.
We take an orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) based downlink Ud-HetNet consisting of a set of
BSs B with N subcarriers as an example. Assuming that the
network runs in slots with duration normalized to integer units,
thus slot t refers to the interval [t, t+ 1), t ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · ·}.
We denote the region served by all the BSs by K ⊂ R2 and
let x ∈ K, i ∈ B, and Bon (t) represent a location, BS i, and
the set of the switched-on BSs in slot t, respectively.
To describe spatially and temporally varying traffic loads,
we first introduce a random process A (t) = (A (x, t)), where
A (x, t) is the amount of new data that arrives to the UE
located at x (simplified as UE x below) in slot t. From AI-
based big data analysis, the statistical information of A (t),
e.g., distribution and mean, can be obtained. For simplicity, we
assume that A (t) is independently and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) over slots with arrival rate λ (t) = (λ (x, t)), i.e.,
E {A (t)} = λ (t). Hence, λ (t) can reflect the spatial and
temporal variability of traffic loads by x and t.
In what follows, we explain how to depict related param-
eters/indexes in this spatially and temporally varying system.
Denote the transmit power and the channel gain from BS i to
UE x on subcarrier n in slot t by Pni (x, t) and g
n
i (x, t), re-
spectively. The signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR)
at BS i for UE x on subcarrier n in slot t can be computed
as γni (x, t) =
Pni (x,t)g
n
i (x,t)∑
j∈Bon(t),j 6=i
∫
K
ρn
j
(y,t)Pn
j
(y,t)gn
j
(x,t)dy+σ2(x,t)
, where
ρni (x, t) is an indicator variable that is 1 if subcarrier n is
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Fig. 4. The relations among the four promising techniques and their contributions on energy saving.
allocated to UE x by BS i and 0 otherwise, and σ2 (x, t)
is the noise power. Accordingly, the transmit rate on subcar-
rier n can be computed as Rni (x, t) = log2 (1 + γ
n
i (x, t)).
Let the user association variable ui (x, t) = 1 if UE x in
slot t associated with BS i and ui (x, t) = 0 otherwise.
Then the rate obtained for UE x from BS i is Ri (x, t) =
ui (x, t)
∑N
n=1 ρ
n
i (x, t)R
n
i (x, t), ∀i, x, t and its sum rate is
R (x, t) =
∑
i∈Bon(t)
ui (x, t)
∑N
n=1 ρ
n
i (x, t)R
n
i (x, t), ∀x, t.
Besides, the queue length update equation of UE x is given
by Q (x, t+ 1) = max[Q (x, t) −R (x, t) , 0] +A (x, t).
Furthermore, if BS i is turned on, its sum transmit power is
Pi (t) =
∑N
n=1
∫
K
ui (x, t) ρ
n
i (x, t)P
n
i (x, t) dx. Accordingly,
its overall power consumption can be modeled as PCi (t) =
si (t)
[
ξiPi (t)+P
c
i
]
, where the BS operation variable si (t) =
1 if BS i is switched on in slot t and 0 if switched off, and
ξi and P
c
i are constants denoting the inefficiency of power
amplifiers and the static power at BS i, respectively.
Considering spatial-temporal traffic dynamics, the load-
aware energy consumption minimization problem in HetNets
that enfolds BS operation and resource allocation can be
formulated as the following stochastic optimization problem.
min PC =
∑
i∈B
PCi
s.t. C1: Q (x) <∞, ∀x ∈ K
C2: BS operation constraints
C3: User association constraints
C4: Subcarrier assignment constraints
C5: Power budget constraints
C6: Other resource management constraints.
(1)
In (1), the definitions of average queue length Q (x) and
average power consumption PCi can be found in [3] (cf. Eqs.
(9) and (10), respectively), and C1 ensures network stability.
Other constraints should be specified according to scenarios
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the overall average power consumption in a real 3G
BS deployment map provided by [8].
and applications. As an example of (1), [3] considered a
simplified HetNet, where it is assumed that all UEs must and
at most be associated with one BS, i.e., C3:
∑
i∈B ui (x, t) =
1, ∀x ∈ K, t, and any subcarrier at BSs can be allocated at
most to one user, i.e., C4:
∫
K
ρni (x, t) dx ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ B, n.
Stochastic optimization theories can be exploited to solve
(1) [3]. To verify the performance of our load-aware scheme,
[3] compared it with the following two schemes in a real 3G
BS deployment map considered in [8] (cf. Fig. 3 in [8]):
• Fixed: The scheme that keeps all BS on and adopts fixed
resource allocation regardless of traffic loads.
• Greedy-off: The scheme proposed in [8] that optimizes
BS operation and user association.
Fig. 5 shows that, compared with both the fixed and Greedy-
off schemes, the load-aware scheme is more energy-efficient.
7Moreover, the denser the BS deployment (characterized by
urban, suburban, and rural areas), the more energy saving the
load-aware scheme can achieve. This is because more BSs can
be switched off when the network is in low traffic states.
Fig. 5 exhibits great potentials of our proposed framework
and techniques in energy-efficient deployment of Ud-HetNets.
It is believed that the energy consumption can be further
reduced when these techniques are flexibly applied to enable
the network with the abilities of learning and inferring.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Ud-HetNets have been proposed as an important network-
organization architecture to improve the network capacity.
With the exponential growth of mobile traffic volumes, Ud-
HetNets are bound to networks of big data. Ud-HetNets of
big data impose great challenges on their practical deployment
due to the incurred huge energy consumption. In this article,
we have first developed a big-data-aware AI-based network
framework for energy-efficient operations of Ud-HetNets. We
have then identified four promising techniques, namely big
data analysis, adaptive BS operation, proactive caching, and
interference-aware resource allocation. The framework and
these related techniques enable the network with the abilities
of learning and inferring by analyzing the collected big data,
and then save energy from both large scales (BS operation)
and small scales (proactive caching and interference-aware
resource allocation). We have further established a load-
aware stochastic optimization model to show the potential of
our proposed framework and techniques in reducing energy
consumption. However, it is worthwhile to note that we
are still at a very primary stage in these studies, and thus
further investigations on data science, caching, and resource
optimization are eagerly deserved for green Ud-HetNets.
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